
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1398

Talking!

Zhao Yanzhi left on her own. At this time, she only felt sick to say a

word with Lin Fan.

This kind of person is too shameless!

Being a turtle slave is complacent and does not say anything, but dares

to pretend to be Lin Zuo without shame.

If he is a Lin Zuo, does he need to be a son-in-law?

In her eyes, Lin Fan is already a dead person. Does this idiot think it’s

great to know Long Qianxi?

After leaving this Fengqi Courtyard, he still couldn’t escape to death!

Wang Yun and others will never let him go!

At that time, she wanted Lin Fan to kneel in front of her like a dog and

personally admit that he was a trash.

…….. The next night!

The banquet officially begins!

Luxury cars of various colors have entered one after another. The

lowest grade is Porsche, and the bba is not ranked at all.

What’s more, some people came directly in a helicopter.

In an instant, all kinds of bigwigs rushed to Fengqi Yard one after

another, entered the main venue, waiting for the mysterious forest

driver to arrive.

Everyone’s faces were filled with excitement and enthusiasm, vaguely

expecting something.

And Zhao Yanzhi and others have also prepared, and they plan to rush

to the venue together.

But this time!

They saw that Lin Fan and Bai Yi came out of a single-family villa.

boom!

In an instant, the evil youngsters all exploded, one by one like hell,

staring at both Lin Fan strangely.

“They… They actually live in Room No. 1 Tianzi!”

Wow!

As soon as this remark came out, there were few evils in the audience,

all of them felt their scalp numb, and their faces were weird.

Hallucinations!

This is really an illusion!

The No. 1 room that day was the best room in Fengxi Yard. Even their

parents were not qualified to live in. What qualifications did these two

wastes have to live in?

This…what the hell is going on?

“Lin Fan, is the guest in Room No. 1 Tianzi? I…Isn’t this dreaming?”

“Is Long Millennium crazy? He left the best room to the most trash

people?”

None of them Dare to believe your eyes!

“Only Lin Zuo is eligible to enjoy the Tianzi No. 1 room, is Lin

Fan…”

Feng Shaoting said in shock, looking at Lin Fan and his wife with

shock.

just!

At this moment, Zhao Yanzhi sneered: “He is Lin Zuo? Feng Shaoting,

if you let Lin Zuo know that you compare him with a trash, be careful

that your life is not guaranteed!”

Feng Shaoting slapped him after hearing this. She shivered, but still

murmured with a complex expression:

“But…”

“It’s nothing good, this guy is just related to Long Qianxi, this waste

can never be Lin Zuo.”

Zhao Yanzhi sneered. Said:

“Long Qianxi is so courageous to give room to Tianzi No.1 to such a

waste. If Long Jiu knows, he will have a good fruit!”

In her opinion, it must be Long Qianxi’s own opinion. , Gave room

No. 1 Tianzi to Lin Fan, thinking that others didn’t know it.

But it was so immortal, let them discover it.

At this time, she must report to Long Jiu and let him clean up the

unscrupulous descendants.

what!

Did Long Millennium make his own claim?

Wang Yun and others, their expressions changed wildly!

They already knew from Zhao Yanzhi that Lin Fan and Long Qianxi

knew each other.

But they didn’t expect Long Qianxi to be so bold that he even dared to

let Lin Fan, an idiot, live in the Tianzi No.1 room prepared for Lin

Zuo.

If you let Lin Zuo know, you will definitely be furious!

Not only will Long Millennium be over, but the entire Long Family

may be implicated.

Immediately!

Zhu Yiqun grinned and stared at Lin Fan with hatred:

“Lin Fan, you are so brave, you dare to occupy the residence of Lin

Zuo, you are dead!”

“Let’s go together! Take Lin Fan this waste! Disabled, and then handed

over to Lin Zuo for disposal!”

Hear this!

Wang Yun and the others also showed ill-intentioned smiles one after

another, staring at both Lin Fan.

Step by step, press on!

“Lin Fan, what’s the matter with Room No. 1 Tianzi they said?” At this

moment, Bai Yi was also panicked.

They actually occupied Lin Zuo’s residence?

Is this okay?

just!

Lin Fan said astonishingly:

“Lin Zuo can live in this place, and I can live too!”
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